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In Memphis islac, aa this

be partitioned to

Beating The Energy Crisis
at tub, toilet and

Admiral C.F. Rauch, Jr.,

Assistant Deputy Chief of

Naval Operations for human

goals.

The Navy currently requires

a minimum of 18 hours of race

relations education training

annually for ail personnel.

Courses are taught at all entry

points into the Navy for both

officer and enlisted personnel

and at most formal Navy

Schools.

Christmas in the title role of

Benjamin Britten's Saint

Nicolas.

Robert Porco, of the

University of North Carolina at

Chapel Hill, is again conducting

the Choral Society this year.

Tickets are available for

$2.00 from all Choral Society

members, The Record Bars,

and Page Box Office.

basin. Each area can be

uaed at the same time, yet

in privacy, notes Char-

lotte Womble, extension

housing specialist, North

Carolina State

2r

WASHINGTON, D.C. - The

Navy opened its race relations

school in Memphis, Tennessee

m ceremonies November 12.

The school is the final step in

the training of Navy race

relations education specialists,

and follows their initial

training at the defense Race

Relations Institute (DRRI) at

Patrick Air Force Base,

The Durham Civic Choral

'(Msty, a? member of Allied

Arts, will perform Its Christmas

Concert at the Duke University

Chapel on Sunday ,
December

16 at 8:16 P.M.

Over 130 singers from the

Triangle Area have been

rehearsing weekly since

September to prepare for this

concert.

The concert will feature R.

Vaughan William's Hodie and

A. Honegger's Christmas

Cantata. The Christmas
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A COLOR STUDIO

NEW BOOKS AT

LIBRARY

RALEIGH, XT'
Cantata will feature theNEWLY ELECTED MAYORS

AT 5 POINTS34V2 W. MAIN STREET

Florida.

The school will graduate

about 60 students per
class.

Each class will last about four

weeks.

The purpose
of the school is

to train Navy men and women

WEEK ENDING NOVEMBERRaleigh Boys Choir as well as
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requirements.

Each of us can tackle the shortage

by conserving electricity and other

forms of energy while slashing heating

costs by: (1) Not overheating our

homes. (2) Sealing off cold air leaks

around windows, doors and chimneys,

(3) Turning the thermostat down if

leaving for the or longer, (4)

Making sure the burner of the furnace

is correctly adjusted and serviced

regularly. If needed, consider an

investment in proper home insulation;

it could save up to 25 percent of the

home's total heating expenses. Even

more important, we should make it a

point to personally become aware of

the realities of the energy shortage

and urge our legislators to push for

development of new domestic energy

sources for the future.

Unlike a bad dream, the energy

shortage will not disappear overnight.

But it can be surmounted if an alert,

educated public demands action. The

final outcome rests with you.

w2
Fiction

Butler - Lion of England

Creasey - First a Murder

For some Americans, the

seriousness of the energy shortage will

not sink in until they contract a cast

of frostbite-- in their living rooms. As

in any crisis, rumors and speculation

abound, and many are confused

and or skeptical about the warnings

being sounded. The simple truth is,

the danger is very real. It is not an

energy industry conspiracy.

The United States is short of

environmentally-clea-
fuels to meet

all of its needs, und the outlook for

the next few years is for more of the

same. However, such shortages
will

not be permanent
if the facilities

needed to develop, produce
and

deliver more energy to the public can

be constructed. New facilities such as

nuclear power plants,
offshore wells,

refineries, storage tanks, pipelines
and

deepwater ports are part of the

answer. Energy spokesmen
further

suggest that there be established a

coordinated federal energy policy

followed by a better balance between

environmental goals and energy

Hale - Goodbye to Yesterday

McGuane in the

the chorus and orchestra.

Featured in the Hodie are

three soloists all well known to

the Durham area. Carolyn Cox,

soprano and Stafford Wing,

tenor are both from the

University of North Carolina at

Chapel Hill. John William's is

from . Stafford

Wing most recently sang with

the Choral Society last

...AND DOWNS - NEW YORK: ...very happy one for (Bill) Russell (right). The Knicks edged his

team, The defeat was his 12th set back in 17 games since he came out of retirement to

coach Seattle. As of November 20, the team has won 7 games and lost twice as many (14). In his

playing days, Russell starred with the Boston Celtics.

Shade

Ridhya- r- Rania: an Epic

Toward Justice

The oassaae of H.R 9474 on Nov. tl by the House, brings nearto

Incident of August U, uw
Brownsville

of ihewrvivors of the

When.hisriulisaedby.r

President, it will by no means do all thai

peruana the It? Black Brownsville sokUers,

much along with their families from
so

that were brought aga inst them and from the denial of their rights to

due process to be heard In their own defense.

THK BILL provides $25,000 for any veteran w;as disbly
theresult of

United States Army as

SSmKe Indent, and $10,000 for any

made to the Adminislrator of

application
any veteran upon

Veterans' Affairs.

When President Theodore Roosevelt decided without any

pretense of a trial thai they were guilty and when they were

drummed out of the army that they had so faithfully served in the

Oman and Philippines campaigns, their names were written in

near indelible disgrace In the annals of our nation. Our action loday

changes all that.

AFTKR IIAVIW. this matter called lo my attention ihroughJohn

D. Weaver's book "The Brownsville Raid: The Story of Americas

Black Dreyfus Affair", W W. Norton and Company
hardback and

paperback) 1970. began efforts lo right this wrong Fortwutery.

Mr. Robert Froehlkc. soon issued an

Secretary of the Army.

order changing the discharges
of Ihe 107 men from without honor

to "honorable".

Then, joined by Senator Humphrey and Gmgressman
Fraser.

with Ihe invaluable aid of Senator Hartke. I introduced legislation

relief. The fruition of that effort is the

that was designed to provide

provisions of the present Act.

I THINK THAT THE passage
of this legislation shows clearly

that justice can be done at least in substantial measure - in spile

of the passage of time and changing of event The correction of thif

historical wrong is strongly to (he credit of the Congress and of the

government the nation. And if we have set a little precedent, it has

been that justice might be done.

AMERICANS RESPECT AND RESPOND TO POLITICAL

POUER, POLITICAL POUER INFLUENCES PUBLIC

POUCYATALL LEVELS "POUER CHANGES PEOPLE.

tfPOWER DOESNOT ATONCE CHAHGE WE HEARTS

OF HEN, IT CAN INDEED CHANGE THE WAY THE

HEARTS RESPOND LAWS CAN HELP ENCOURAGE

PEOPLE K AND CHANGE THEIR POSITIONS

INORDER TO PROTECT THEIR SELF INTERESTS

SENATOR BROOKE

Linda Arnese Jeffrey Is Bethrothed To

Specializing In Indoor or

Outdoor Portraits

Weddings. Commercial,

Groups, Church

Photography, Bridal

1V HOUR PASSPORT AND ID'S

CALL US ABOUT OUR SPECIAL PRICES

PHONE 688-177- 9

Rubin Rickey Eatmon, Jr.

to conduct race relations

education programs

throughout the fleet and to

serve as race relations

consultants to Navy

commanding officers around

the world. The ultimate goal is

to eliminate individual and

institutional racism in the Navy

through race relations training

and racial awareness.

"The establishment of the

race relations school is one

more important step in

creating a unified

of race, creed, color

or national which

each naval member is judged

solely on diligence and

Hillside High and graduated

News Shipbuilding and

Drydock Company.

N.C. PRODUCTION

North Carolina pro-

duces about 66 percent

of the nation's

tobacco, 27 percent of the

sweet potatoes, 13 per-

cent of the peanuts, 2 per-

cent of the soybeans and

a little less than 2 per-

cent of the corn.

Narrative

Gregory Gregory's natural

diet for folks

who eat: Cookin'

with Mother Nature

Group for the Advancement

of Psychiatry - The joys

and sorrows of

Parenthood

Hayden

Literature: an

Introduction

McLemore - The Miami

Dolphins

Nitschke - Mean on Sunday

Mrs. Virginia Tucker

Jeffreys announces the

engagement of her daughter,

Linda Arnese Jeffreys of

Hampton, Virginia to Rubin

Rickey Eatmon, Jr. of

Newport News, Virginia.

A December 22 wedding is

planned.

Miss Jeffreys attended

from Hampton Institute. She

attended the College of William

and Mary and presently is an

instructor at Hampton

Institute.

Eatmon is a student at Old

Dominion Unviersity and is

employed by the Newport

INSULATE PIPES

All hot water pipes

in crawl spaces should

be insulated to prevent

heat loss from pipes and

waste of water during

each faucet operation.

Insulated cold water

pipes reduce chances of

freezing in winter and

warming of water In

summer.

Energy Crisis Hits Poor The Hardest

ROY WIIKIHS SAYS

Christian-Harward- 'sGETTING SMART

Executive Secretary of NAACP

THE NEED TO KNOWnB
Congress and the Executive

YES, WE

ALL TALK

By

Marcus H. Boulwsm, Ph.O.

II IIOPPORTUNITY FOR BLACKS

poor. Any landlord can arbitrarily

reduce temperatures by citing his

inability to obtain oil from his local

supplier. Along with this threat comes

also the cheap, poorly constructed

heaters. Such sales have boomed in

past weeks and many were purchased

by the poor.

Untold numbers of lives will be

needlessly lost through the misuse of

faulty equipment. Already reports

show the rising number of deaths

from gasoline misuse in cans and what

have you.

The fuel crisis, whether face or

fiction will entail more than just

federal regulation of the everyday

citizen's use of fuel. Oil suppliers

should supply the demand for oil and

regulate a minimum as well as

maximum temperature for apartment

dwellings.

Such protection must be geared to

the poor apartment dweller and poor

Grammar Problem

Poor consumers will pay the highest

price for the continuing energy crisis

which many persons in the "know

have labeled domestic stupidity.

It just seems most unfortunate that

all of us now find ourselves in a

situation where the American public

in general is primarily at the mercy of

the large oil interests and secondarily

at the graces
of the Arab nations

Such preoccupation with the politics

of the may have blinded us

to the clear reality of the domestic oil

producing problems.

An oil and gas shortage means more

to the poor than not driving on

Sundays, lowering the thermostats to

68 degrees and cutting down on the

electricity. For many, it means they

will be actually ill and dying from

cutting down on heat which can mean

t times, no heat at all Perhaps the

number of cases of pneumonia or

iifiuerJfunay well rife

Undlonte-w- ho would normally

induce winter Waling temperatures to

increase profits will have larger

windfalls now
It- - the expense

of the

snort period or about nine

months, the public has learned

more about government than

could be read in the thousands

of books written about it.

Watergate, its press

coverage, Its mystery

unraveling, its unending

development has shown us how

many major decisions are made

and the ruthlessness with

which those decisions are

carried out. Most of us should

now generally understand the

awesome power the President

holds and how a few men

control and sustain it. The

nation continues to have a very

expensive civics lesson.

Branch must be accessible and

responsive to the people. Many

interpret this as just the ability

to write letters and receive a

mimeographed response. It

must mean much, much more.

In order to make, our

government more open, we

must learn how it works and

then learn how to effect

change through it.

C.Wright Mills, Robert Dahl,

Douglas Heilbronner, Stokely

Carmichael and Lerone.

Bennett have spent the major

part of their lives studying

it is developed,

protected and used. In the

Want to give your family the Christmas gift of a lifetime? Few things' will delight and excite them more than these

beautiful home furnishing gifts from CHRISTIAN HARWARD'S. Christmas is a good time to appraise your

furnishings critically. To come into each room in broad daylight - and look at it as would a perfect stranger. A

good time to make a list of the things that don't do you and your love of your home justice.

drunk: I have

"I have drunken" is

less preferred.

"Drunken" is now rarely used

except as an adjective meaning

intoxicated. "Drank" is now the

past tense, but years ago it was

written "drunk," and if we were

men lo give the principal parts

of "lo drink", ii would be:

drink, drunk, drunk. This would

have indeed been confusing.

rv(r rtmsJt W5

QUESTION: (October 27,

1973) "My who

is currently teaching, and I had

a rather heated discussion

about the verb "drunk." My

mother in law and my

argued that it is correct to

say, "I .have DRUNKEN my

milk." I told l hem that Ihe way

orrmken is used in the sentence

h is not a verb. I further lold

them that the correct way

vs.

ij nnitutr bo

tnfnrmxinn hill iou Could jE milk feel sureihat my way is tb.
housing communities,. or ruthless PiizaVjTaverni S'rtHUrH rsitylandlords will prefj even more on

aenmiety-tf-
f ir

them English composition in both

high school and college for a

total of fifteen years.

READERS: For my

discussion pamphlet send two V

cent stamps and a long,

business envelope to

dear the matter up and explain

how such comes about."

G.A.H.

ANSWER: The principal

parts of Ihe verb "to drink" are

"drink, drank, and drunk."

Both of you are correct "I have

FREE FRUIT CAKE

To make your Christmas a little better we will

be giving away free fruitcakes with each purchase.

With every purchase of $38 or more you get a one

pound fruitcake. With $58 or more you get a three

pound fruitcake. Each purchase of $78 or more

you get a 5 pound Claxton fruitcake.

about those nice, refmed murders where the

vktim is just as dead? Knocking little old ladies

and men down for 50 cents. For identifying

two who robbed her and her husband

(he (Bed of a heart attack), my friend and

neighbor was attacked a short time later and

brutally beaten so badry her spleen was

ruptured.

"She lay m the hospital and when she

recovered enough to stand, she was caught

again and hurt so badry that this time she died.

Those beasts vowed revenge and got ft.

"Despite our Taj Mahal schools and our

monumental churches, this savagery is rooted

in our children. I think I'd rather take my

Some wntf aboot the nspumumWage andf

plead for lower wages as did a reader m New

York. One man believes ai Negroes should be

Republicans because it was a Republican

President who freed the slaves.

There are other letter writers who have not an

emotional urge, but who "dag" the niceties in

the torrent of words in die papers
and radio and

T.V. Said one from southern California

"At last someone has commented on the

offensive and sickening remarks of the

President m his Aug. S speech, attempting to

relate the crvi rights protests of the '60s to

Watergate. We were revolted, almost

overwhelmed... for having such a man as our

President.

"When remember the '60s, the anguish and

the glory of each tiny step toward the light ,
and

hear it compared to the arrogant greed and

disdain for human rights of Watergate, I'm truly

sickened.''

Street crime touches the hearts of people

with its cruelty and senselessness. There is no

need to dwell on the viciousness of young

blacks and whites. Neither of them realizes the

poor com they offer in the market of life.

Nothing is more infuriating, man a columnist

who never gives the readers an opportunity to

write their views on passing events. Some of

them are imprisoned by stereotyped dunking

and some of them have steaming thoughts on

race, the subject of this column. Of coarse,

some few are capable only of calling names.

They thus contribute nothing to the

enormously demanding task of 200 milium

different people living together with something

approaching equality of opportunity.

How about crime? A California woman

writes: "A black is safe in a white

neighborhood. A white is not safe in a black

neighborhood Vr

Also from a California town You state that

white people don't want black people moving

into their neighborhoods. Why? They object,

not because of color, but because of actions.

have moved twice in the past 10 years from

decent, middle class neighborhoods because

tough, irresponsible blacks moved in and in a

rash of muggings, robberies and burglaries

followed."

Another says: "A Negro family bought a

home with a pool and they annoyed the woman

next door with their screaming and yelling all

hours of the night around the pool. Finally she

put her home up for sale."

And from Los Angeles: "I cannot understand

how the black people cannot realize why

whitey doesn't want to live with them. The

black people do not want to live by the rules of

society or laws of any kind. No, I am not saying

that all white people are angels - far from it. We

live on a lull, and down below the street is full

of apartments filed with blacks. The police are

there day and night and I am sure that 'police

brutality' did not bring aB of them there."

StiU on Crimea Seattle correspondent writes:

"Yoj decry the Boston burning, but what

(Formally University Grill)

COZY ATMOSPHERE 20 OFF ON ALL

COURTEOUS SERVICE ITALL1AN DISHES

INDIAN CURRY

Very Reasonable Prices
THROUGH BUCK EY

By Rhett Tanner

To Be Equal

by Vernon E. Jordan, Jt M

Urban League

Pr

-
WHAT'S BEHIND THE RISE IN FOOD PRICES 20 OFF ON ALL

ITALLIAN DISHES

COZY ATMOSPHERE

COURTEOUS SERVICE

DIAL TO GO 6889857

Sofa was 279.95

Choose from a wide

selection of Simmons

famous

Strong durable covers

in stock for immediate

delivery.

Save up to V?

Prices start

$198.00

$118.00
TV HAS A LONG WAY TO GO

Combine the strength of vinyl and the style of mediterranean - This striking

mediterranean group has reversible loose pillow backs with exposed pecan

finish trim. Attached gold ban accent this stylish group.

Chair was 169.95

W lost iaBVC'

HOURS: MON. - THUR. a.m. - p.m.

FR1. - SUN. a.m. - a.m.

90 W. Main Street

Very Close to Downtown Next to Morgan Imports
Spanish sectional in rich velvet cover with loose

pillow back design. This EXOTIC sectional would

offer style to almost any home.

Stratford Group - Sharp contemporary

styling with exposed wood trim. Rugged vinyl

cover for year of wear. Includes sofa, chair, and

matching swivel rocker.

Regular $599.98 $488.00
1 'lhM2.

$444.00Regular $599.98

CHRISTMAS 73

Room sue Rugs

Choose from strong;

pile carpet or 'hick

shag, carpet
All and rub-

berized back. AU in, ,00

nylon with a choice of col

In a wheat deal with the U.S.S.R. the Nixon Adminsitration

allowed six giant monopolistic agribusiness corporations Carglll,

Inc., Continent hi Grain Company, Cook Incorporated, Ralston

Purina and others. The opportunity to make off with high profit--

thus forcing the masses of people inside the United States to pay

drastically high prices for food. Seemingly, the motive by Nixon

was to bring the rich midwestern farmers over to his camp for his

"72" campaign.

Secretary of Agriculture, Earl Butz, and Assistant Secretary of

Agriculture, Charles Palmby, along with a team of wheat

negotiators to U.S.S.R. WhUe there they learned of the crop

damage and the magnitude of the problems. Upon returning to

the United States, the profit oriented representatives proceeded

to buy a large quanitity of farmer's wheat at a low domestic

price and giving little explanation to the public at the time. The

wheat was then sold to the U.S.S.R. for a higher world price than

ft had been bought, thus making a sizable profit from the deal.

Farmers who had not sold their wheat were then old about the

United wheat deal. This notification rose the

domestic price higher than the world price. Through

maneuvering. Secretary of Agriculture, Earl Butz, made what

some observers feel was a illegal ruling that the six giant

monopolistic corporations could apply for export subsidies from

the government. Export subsidies is based on compensation when

the domestic price is low than the world price. This action lead to

a second for the big corporations. Additionally, this

forced a sharp increase in the cost of wheat, therefore making

everything from bread, to beef to rise. The result being that poor

people in the United States pay for this f in two ways, in

higher prices for almost all food produced and In higher taxes to

pay for the huge subsidities payed to the grain corporations.

r BP"

ors.

Reg. 89.95

40V

"He was born in a dusky stable, the

son of the wife of a migrant carpenter

in a conquered, exploited land, and he

lived as a man of the poor, always

facing official hosility. But his impact

suffused the world, fired its ideals, lit

its hope. And the present era

dawned."

The promise and expectations

kindled by the birth of the infant

Jesus have burned in the hearts of

Christian men and women everywhere

for nearly 2,000 years. As

revolutionary changes in every field of

human endeavor rocked civilization,

Christianity also grew, molding its

tenets and rituals to the times.

Christmas, too, became a rich blend of

quaint customs over the

candy canes,

trees, feasts of

turkey and mincemeat pie and, of

course, Santa Claus. But through it all,

Christ's message of love, brotherhood

and everlasting life continued to

inspire mankind.

This year, let us make a vow that

we will allow the Christmas spirit to

take root in each of us and grow there

For if every individual

would make a conscious effort, maybe

"peace on earth and goodwill toward

men" would become more than just a

dream.

sVi
occo'

Public television is supposed to be more

responsive to the needs of all of the people than

commercial TV, but as far as blacks and

minorities are concerned, it is definitely no

better and possibly worse. In fact, when
you

oaeajsser that tax dollars of minorities help fund

public broadcasting, it becomes clear we are

getting precious In return on our investment.

Public IV potential in creating

iugra mming geared to the needs of minority

.immunities has never been fulfilled And in

the all important test of training, recruiting and

employing minorities at all levels of the

behind the tamer jobs and especially

decssismHMkmjjbW pUbHc TV is a flop.

For example, only two blacks hold important

positions in the Corporation for Public

Broadcasting and neither has a strong say on

policy matters. Tius is not at all different from

most commercial stations and networks, but it

cannot be tolerated in a federally funded

agency.

Overall, public TV's programming practices

rely on the ghettoization of

programs. And the very few

public network shows aimed at blacks were

almost cut off altogether earner this year. In the

special programming category, only two

programs out of 143 hours dealt with blacks.

Out of 1500 hours of national pubic TV

programming, only 89 were devoted to black

people. Blacks are rarer than the test patterns

oapubacTV.

There are some signs that the Corporation is

beginning to try to change this destructive

pattern of black mvicibility on its screen ,
but it

k long way from expressing intentions to

carrying out substantial changes. And our past

experience has made us" wary of CPB's

hrtentions - at least until some results are

visible on the home screen and on the payrolls

of the Corporation.

Bbcfc support of public broadcasting it

conditional if it doesn't respond to the needs

of minority communities, we can tve without

public funds, wiD have to wake
up and begin

courting minority audiences if it wants to

survive. At the minimum it must:

Increase Mack and minority programming

and insure its high quality content, not merely

filing in some set goal of hours.

Tell its affiUaled stations to hire black

people and insure minority representation on

their boards. ought to mean

denial of the use of program

material.

Put its own house in order with more

adequate minority board and staff

representation, and create a department to

increased minority programming.

Institute programs that explore race

relations in depth, investigate controversial

issues, and portray the rich ethnic heritage in

our pluralistic society

While increasing

programming, avoid making such programs a

"ghetto" within broadcasting by drawing on

blacks and minorities for general programming.

This last is especially important. Community

theatre and dance groups are starved for funds

and could share their talents with a national

audience, but instead of backing them, public

broadcasting runs after old BBC films and

similar fare. Programming should show

ordinary minority people doing ordinary jobs,

such as on the Mister Rogers' Neighborhood

show, or as on Sesame Street, two public TV

offerings unusual for their content

and their treatment of minorities.

Of course, all of the above holds true for

commercial TV, where blacks are only

standard comedies, or as guest performers on

variety shows, or when the script calls for a

black. Black newsmen are almost never seen,

unless interviewing a rare black guest on civil

rights.

But the many failures of commercial TV

notwithstanding, public broadcastiig has to set

an example .not follow a bad lead It is the TV A

of the broadcasting industry and has to use its

federal funds to set new, higher standards for

private sector interests to imitate.

Heme

Entertainment

Center

FiniiM thorp Aimrkon

walnut finish mnaiurti

4758x28x1558. lU

curtomtr pick up
ond

stmble

Reg. $49.95

First, quality, Since we also

service and repair watches,

we know how welt Bulova

watches are made.
IVWiilMJtMr

p. o. box am

0191

0 ...... .J ahiltitji Aa a laiualAr

Mediterranean Tables

Beautifuj shaped bates and tops in

rich
pecan finish. Choose from door

(forage cocktail or hexagon com-

mode

are very much aware of fashion

I. K. AUSTIN

1W71871

trends and Bulova is always there

first. (And with the latest features.)

rhirtf. value. Dollar for dollar we

believe Bulova aives vou more.

Saturday at rankuL ft. t:

fables. Reg. $89.W.

Wft

Curie Cabinet

Several different styles and

finishes. All reduced up te

20 end men.

by United Publishers, me.
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LETTER TO THE "V
EDITOR SA

.

Come In and let us help you select the perfect BulovaEDMONDS,

Bui

BLWOOO CARTER for your gift occasion. They're priced from $40.... Advertislnf Isfahagaaj

ftittaga Paid at Dttrhaa, n, C Itilf Ottering Incredible Value For Over 74 YearstjBirk textured case with taupe dial. Patterned bracelet. iewelsi $40,

Gilt dial blende with case and bend. 17 eweli. HQ.

Lane's

''UrtMiH Jimrlmmt"

Ihe perfect pmor for
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